
Extrasolar planets	
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Extrasolar planets 

•  Extrasolar planets: planets around other 
stars 

•  Also called exoplanets 

•  1783 exoplanets discovered as of 4/21/14 

•  Orbitting 1105 different stars 
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1992 first confirmed 
exoplanet	


1989 planet not 
confirmed until 2002	


1995 first exoplanet 
around a main 
sequence star	


Over 800 discovered 
in 2014	
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Direct detection 
•  Difficult because: 

•  Stars are much brighter than planets 

•  Stars are much bigger than planets 

•  What wavelength should you use to look for 
exoplanets? 
•  Infrared because that is where planets’ blackbody 

curves peak 

 



Direct detection 
•  Planets were directly imaged for the first 

time in 2004 

•  HR8799: 



Transit method 



Transit method 

Planet’s orbit needs to be edge on as seen from Earth so it 
passes between Earth and its star 



Transit method 

Big planets close to their star are easier to detect 



Transit method 
•  Detect planets that eclipse their star 

•  Used to determine a planet’s radius and 
orbital period 

•  Bias towards big planets close to their star 

•  Can measure the planet’s atmosphere’s 
______ spectrum when light from the star 
passes through the planet’s atmosphere. 



How often will a transiting planet at 1 AU pass in 
front of the star it orbits? 

 

A.  Once a month 

B.  Once a year 

C.  There is not enough information to determine 



Kepler mission 
•  Space telescope launched in 2009 

•  Stared at just one portion of the sky 
continuously for 4 years monitoring the 
brightness of 145,000 main sequence stars 

•  Observe at least three transits to confirm 
that dimming was caused by a planet and 
usually verify with other methods too 

•  Has discovered 962 planets so far 





Kepler multi-planet systems as of 11/2013: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=jdVLBTtd2UY 



Radial velocity method 

•  Also called the Doppler method 

•  The force of gravity from the planet tugs on 
the star causing it to “wobble” 

•  Variations in the star’s radial velocity as it 
“wobbles” are detected by measuring the 
Doppler shift of the star’s spectral lines 



“Wobble” 
•  The planet and the star both orbit around the 

center of mass of the system 

•  The planet moves in a large orbit and the 
star moves in a small orbit. The star 
“wobbles” 

•  They are always on opposite sides of each 
other with the center of mass in between 
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Velocities as low as 1 m/s can be detected which is approximately the 
speed at which humans walk 



A 

B 

In which case would the gravitational force on the star be greatest?   

In which case would the velocity of the star be greatest? 

In which case would the height of the graph for the stars velocity be 
tallest? 
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Radial velocity method 

•  Variations in the star’s radial velocity as it 
“wobbles” are detected by measuring the 
Doppler shift of the star’s spectral lines 

•  Used to determine a planet’s mass and 
orbital period 

•  Bias towards large planets close to their star 



Is it easiest to detect a planet in an extrasolar 
planet system using the radial velocity method 
when 
 
A.  A low mass star is far from a high mass planet. 
B.  A high mass star is close to a high mass planet.  
C.  A low mass star far from a low mass planet. 
D.  A low mass star is close to a high mass planet.  

E.  A high mass star is close to a low mass planet. 
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Lecture Tutorial: Motion of 
Extrasolar Planets (p. 125) 

• Work with a partner! 
•  Read the instructions and questions carefully. 
•  Discuss the concepts and your answers with one 

another.  Take time to understand it now!!!! 
•  Come to a consensus answer you both agree on. 
•  If you get stuck or are not sure of your answer, ask 

another group. 



Based on the diagram for the motion of an 
extrasolar planet and its companion star 

shown below, at which location (A, B, C or D) 
would you expect the planet to be located 
when the light from the star would appear 

redshifted for an Earth observer? 
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sequence star	


Over 800 discovered 
in 2014	




What type of planets have we found the most 
of? 
 
A.  Large planets close to 5 AU (like Jupiter) 
B.  Small planets close to 1 AU (like Earth) 
C. Small planets further from their stars than 5 

AU 
D.  Large planets closer than 1 AU to their star 
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Mass 
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Eccentricity 
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Inclination 



How could you determine if a planet was 
rocky like Earth or a gas giant like Jupiter? 
 
A.  Using direct imaging 
B.  Using the transit detection method 
C. Using the radial velocity detection method 
D. Using both the transit detection method 

and the radial velocity method 
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The habitable zone 
•  Also sometimes called the “Goldilocks 

zone” 

•  The region surrounding a star within which 
a planet with an atmosphere could have 
liquid water on its surface 

•  Calculated based on the amount of energy a 
planet would receive from its star 
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The habitable zone 
•  Calculated based on the amount of energy a 

planet would receive from its star 
•  Distance from the star 

•  Spectral type of star 

•  Not included in the definition… 
•  Green house gases! 

è Guideline not a guarantee 





Kepler-186f 

•  Discovery announced last week 

•  10% larger than Earth and in the habitable 
zone 

è Smallest planet discovered in the habitable 
zone of its star so far 

•  Orbits a M1 star – small, cool, active 



Summary 
•  Lots of big planets have been discovered 

close to their stars 

•  Are their lots of Earth-like planets? Too 
soon to tell 

•  Do most solar systems look like ours? More 
variety than we expected, but we don’t 
know what’s “normal” yet 


